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Abstract

This paper presents an integrated methodology for the analysis of operationally-used turbine blades, incorporating aerodynamic and multiple

structural simulations. In jet engines, blade rubbing and erosion lead to deviations of the blade geometry. The presented functional simulations

are conducted in order to predict the influence of wear on the performance of turbine blades based on these geometric variations.

A numerical simulation of the investigated turbine blades using CFD show the change of aerodynamic performance and the flow field due to

wear. Additionally, the deviations of the blade geometry lead to a different pressure and temperature distribution on the blade surface, which is

used as input for the structural simulations.

The change in geometry, surface pressure and temperature lead to a change in vibration behavior of the blade. Particularly the eigenfrequencies

and excitation are affected. This is incorporated into the analysis by performing a structural vibration simulation of a complete bladed disk, using

component mode synthesis and wave base substructuring. The mistuning effects are analyzed statistically using the Monte Carlo method.

The change in vibration amplitudes influences crack opening and closing for a single blade under thermo-mechanical load. These processes,

including thermal expansion, are investigated using the extended finite element method. Two real turbine blades are used to compare the

characteristics of a new and a used blade.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The regeneration of jet engines is of high interest for aircraft

companies because it generates 8% of the operating cost of an

airplane due to maintenance and overhaul of engine parts. The

main cost factor of the overhaul is caused by the airfoils which

incur approximately 50% of the cost. The replacement of used

blades of the high pressure turbine are the main cost factor for

the airfoils [1]. These blades are one of the most highly loaded

parts in jet engines.

The goal of the project area “Variance of Production and

Material Properties in Regeneration” in the collaborative re-

search center (CRC) 871 “Regeneration of Complex Capital

Goods” is to estimate the influence of geometric variances

on the functional properties of regenerated and used capital

goods, in particular high pressure turbine blades. The geometric

variances of these highly loaded parts occur due to operation

and overhaul [2]. Hence, the main objective of this study is to

compare the functional properties of a new and used turbine

blade. Therefore, the influence of the geometric variance

on the aerodynamic performance and aeroelastic behavior is

investigated, as well as the crack opening and closing due to the

change of vibration amplitudes and thermo-mechanical loads.

The influence of geometric variances in upstream blade rows

on the aerodynamic excitation of turbine blades is numerically

investigated in several studies [3–8]. These results have been

confirmed by numerical and experimental investigations in [7,

9]. The main conclusion of these studies is that the influence

of different kinds of variations in an upstream blade row has

to be considered in the design process. The main excitation

source of the turbine blades are the potential effect and the wake

excitation. However, it was also shown in numerous studies

that the tip leakage flow has also an impact on the aeroelastic

behavior of rotor blades, [10–14] and therefore the deviations

in the tip geometry. As in [15,16] was shown is that the tip

geometry of turbine rotor blades also has an influence on the

aerodynamic performance of turbine cascades and on the aero-

thermal effect of turbine blades.
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The changes in blade geometry due to regeneration or oper-

ation processes alter the structural properties of the blade. This

can introduce mistuning and affect the sensitivity to additional

mistuning from other sources. Mistuning in general describes

differences of the structural dynamic properties among sectors

of a bladed disk, and leads to increased vibration amplitudes.

A comprehensive overview of the phenomenon and modelling

approaches are presented in [18]. To calculate the forced

response, finite-element-based reduced-order models (ROMs)

are commonly employed. The component mode synthesis

(CMS) is slower than other methods, but allows the assembly

of arbitrary blades with completely independent geometry.

Most methods can only accommodate small changes in the

stiffness or mass matrix for each sector with a fixed number of

degrees of freedom, limiting the possible geometric variances

considerably. Sinha [20] uses proper orthogonal decomposition

of the geometric variances to enrich the ROM and allow larger

geometric variations. Madden et al. [19] show a way to allow

an arbitrary finite-element mesh for one “rogue” sector only.

Additionally, geometric variances can change the mechani-

cal response and the temperature distribution of turbine blades.

Effective forces are changed at the same operating point due to a

different mass distribution. The heat flux is also modified due to

changes in the geometry. Additionally , defects like cracks can

alter the displacement field and the temperature field. Changes

and sensitivities are analyzed by numerical simulations.

2. Outline

In this paper a new and a used blade from the first stage of

a high pressure turbine are compared based on their geometric

differences. Other properties such as the material, are assumed

to be constant. The numerical approach which is used in this

study is presented in the following sections. It consists of

aerodynamic, structural dynamic and crack analyses.

3. Aerodynamic Analysis

3.1. Numerical Setup

The numerical investigations of the influence of a geometric

variation on the aerodynamics were conducted comparing a

used and a new turbine blade. Both blade geometries were

scanned using a commercial structured-light 3D scanner. Geo-

metric differences are present all over the blade, and especially

at the blade tip, where considerable wear is observed (see

Fig. 2). The results of the aerodynamic simulations are

used as initial boundary condition in the following sections

to investigate the influence of the geometric variances on the

structural behavior.

The setup depicted in Fig. 1 was used for the aerodynamic

analysis. The operating point used is typical for cruising

altitude in jet engines. At the inlet of the first stage of the high

pressure turbine, the mass flow rate and the total temperature

were specified. The temperature is an averaged temperature

resulting from investigations of the combustion chamber [17].

The turbulence intensity at the inlet was set to 20%, as the

turbulence intensity is higher in high pressure turbine stages

compared to standard turbomachines. At the outlet of the

Fig. 1: Setup for the aerodynamic analysis of the first high pressure turbine

stage

Fig. 2: Total pressure and temperature distribution on the new and used turbine

blade

first turbine stage, the static pressure is specified. The steady-

state simulations were performed with a frozen rotor interface

between the stator and rotor. Both domains have a 45 degree

segment, in order to ensure an equal pitch of the domains for

unsteady simulations. The first stage of the HPT consists of 40

vanes and 64 rotor blades. The numerical model was discretized

with 6.33 million mesh nodes for the case of the new part. The

numerical model with the used turbine blade was discretized

with around 11 million mesh nodes. A higher mesh resolution

was necessary to ensure a good mesh quality because of the

special blade geometry. The simulations for the aerodynamic

analysis were performed with ANSYS CFX 15.0. The mesh

quality of the numerical model was sufficient, according to the

recommendations by Ansys.
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Table 1: Blade eigenfrequencies

Mode New blade [kHz] Used blade [kHz]

1 2.360 2.619

2 3.655 4.187

3 5.487 5.707

4 8.040 8.408

5 10.72 11.01

6 12.99 13.01

7 14.50 14.43

8 15.64 15.54

3.2. Aerodynamic Results

The influence of the geometric variances on the aerodynamic

performance of both turbine blades are investigated in this

section. The specific stage work Y is defined as

Y = u2cu2 − u1cu1. (1)

with u as circumferential velocity at the leading edge (u1),

and trailing edge (u2) of the blade tip and cu as the circum-

ferential component of the absolute velocity. The specific stage

work indicates the mechanical loading of the blades. In the case

of the HPT, the used turbine blade delivers 15.5% more work

than the new turbine blade. This leads to a higher mechanical

and dynamical loading of the blade. This can also be observed

in the pressure and temperature distribution on the new blade

and used blade, depicted in Fig. 2. The pressure side of the

used blade has a higher mechanical and thermal loading due

to higher pressure and temperature distribution in comparison

to the new blade. This higher mechanical loading influences

the structural behavior, which is analyzed in detail in the next

sections. The temperature and pressure distribution of the

blades is used as initial boundary condition to investigate the

functional properties by the structural simulations.

4. Structural Dynamics

4.1. Setup

To investigate the influence of wear on the structural dynam-

ics, the complete bladed disk is considered. A scanned blade

surface geometry is complemented by fictional geometries for

the blade cooling channels and the disk, loosely approximating

the real geometry. The blade is assumed to be an isotropic

nickel superalloy with the room-temperature Youngs modulus

adjusted to match the first three free-free eigenfrequencies

obtained via FEM to the measured eigenfrequencies of the used

blade. For simplicity, the same material is used for the disk

and 1% structural damping is assumed. Underplatform dampers

are omitted, and the blades are fixed to the disk at the contact

surfaces. The results are valid for the simulated bladed disk,

and show the influence of varying blade geometry caused by

wear.

For both blade types, the same disk model was used and

one sector was considered. The analyses were performed

independently for each blade geometry. First the temperature

distribution inside the blade is calculated, with the surface

temperature from the aerodynamic analysis and an assumed
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Fig. 3: Interference diagram of the tuned bladed disk

temperature on the surface of the cooling channels. A static

analysis of one sector is then performed at nominal speed with

the pressure distribution mapped on the blade surface. For

the forced response, the same pressure distribution is used as

stimulus with an amplitude of 5% and an engine order 40

excitation, corresponding to the number of stator vanes.

4.2. Reduced Order Model

To account for mistuning, it is not sufficient to consider only

a single sector with cyclic boundary conditions. Instead the full

bladed disk is simulated using the component mode synthesis

reduced-order modeling technique as presented in [21]. Using

this substructuring approach, the blade and disk matrices are

reduced independently with the well known Craig-Bampton

[22] and Craig-Martinez [23] reduction methods, respectively.

To reduce the interface DOFs, the wave-based substructuring

method [24] is used. For each forced-response analysis the

bladed disk is assembled with stiffness mistuning:

Kblade,i = (1 + δi) Kblade,tuned (2)

The stiffness matrix of each blade i is calculated from the nom-

inal matrix and the scalar value δi, representing the mistuning

amount. A secondary modal analysis of the assembled system

is used to reduce the size further and decouple the equations of

motion, in order to enable the short calculation times necessary

for the Monte Carlo method.

4.3. Results

The different geometry changes eigenfrequencies of a single

blade and the whole assembly. Table 1 shows the eigenfrequen-

cies of a single blade, fixed at the fir tree. The eigenfrequencies

of the first blade modes increase for the used blade due to the

lost mass at the blade tip. The biggest change is observed

for mode 2, whereas the eigenfrequencies of the modes 6 and

higher change very little. Fig.3 shows the eigenfrequencies

of the whole bladed disk and the engine order excitation at

nominal speed.

The different pressure distribution on the blade surface leads

to an increase in excitation force for the used blade. Therefore,
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Fig. 4: Comparison of modal excitation

the relative modal excitation of the first blade mode increases

as shown in Fig. 4. Other modes are affected in a seemingly

random way, with big changes in some cases. The fourth mode

in particular, which is closest to the excitation frequency at

nominal operation, experiences has an increase of 34%.

As a result of the changes in structure and excitation, the

forced-response amplitude is affected as well. The amplitude is

measured at the same point near trailing edge tip for both blade

geometries. At resonance, the amplitudes of first two modes

increase by 13.8% and 6.8% respectively. The third mode’s

(1T) amplitude decreases significantly, in accordance with the

reduced excitation. A small increase in vibration amplitude

at resonance is observed for the fourth mode (2F), but the

resonance frequency increase (see Fig. 3) leads to an increase

in amplitude by 72 % at nominal excitation.

In addition to the excitation, two factors explain the change

of resonance amplitudes: The modal damping and the mode

shapes change. The aerodynamic damping is the biggest con-

tributor to the overall damping in real bladed disks (in absence

of added friction dampers) [25]. It is not considered in the used

simplified model, but it is expected to change significantly with

wear, considering the change in pressure distribution on the

blades surface. To eliminate the impact of the change in mode

shape on the results, other measures for the amplitude could be

used instead of the maximum displacement of a fixed point.

The vibration energy, the maximum stress or the maximum

displacement of any blade node are possible alternatives.

To evaluate the sensitivity to random mistuning, the Monte

Carlo method is used. Fig. 5 shows the amplitude magnification

of the fourth blade mode for varying levels of independent

and identically distributed random Gaussian mistuning of the

blade stiffness. A value of 1 represents the tuned resonance

amplitude for each geometry. 1000 random configurations are

analyzed for each value of the standard deviation. A three

parameter weibull distribution is fitted to the results [28] using

the modified maximum product of spacings method [29]. The

increase in Amplitude due to mistuning is very similar for

both blade geometries. Nonetheless, considering the tuned

forced response results, a significant increase of the vibration

amplitudes due to wear was found.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of mistuning sensitivity (mode 4)

5. Crack analysis

5.1. Problem definition and numerical solution

The mechanical response of blades due to thermo-

mechanical loads is also investigated. Typical defects are cracks

of the size of several centimeters, down to 40-70 microns. In

addition to the high centrifugal forces, the temperature near

the surface can reach up to 1000◦C. The combination of high

mechanical and thermal loading can lead to high mechanical

stresses and/ or plastic deformation.

The standard FEM with Lagrange polynomials is not able

to resolve the stress singularity and heat flux singularity of the

analytical solution in the vicinity of the crack tip. Increasing

the mesh density does not lead to convergence to the analytical

solution.

To avoid this problem, the eXtended Finite Element Method

(XFEM)[27] can be used. In XFEM, cracks are considered

at the element level, and discontinuities in the displacement

and temperature field are allowed. The method allows the

acurrate determination of the crack opening displacement and

crack tip stress near field, by extending the default approach by

additional degrees of freedom:

u =
∑

I

NI[uI + HaI +

4∑

l

flbIl] (3)

HNIaI is the so-called jump enrichment and NI flbIl is the front

enrichment. The temperature field has the same behaviour as

the displacement field, and for this reason the same approach

(but only with one enrichment function f1) is selected [26]:

T =
∑

I

NI[TI + HaI + f1bI] (4)

Since the current implementation of the XFEM allows only for

one crack front inside a single element, the cracks should spread

over several finite elements.

5.2. Numerical setup and results

The mechanical and thermal behaviour of a used turbine

blade under quasi-static conditions is numerically investigated.
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Fig. 6: Displacement distribution on the used turbine blade in area of crack

Fig. 7: Temperature distribution on used turbine blade in area of crack

A crack is put at the front edge of a turbine blade. In contrast,

the new turbine blades are assumed to be free of defects. The

turbine blade containing a crack is meshed with 10-Node-

Tetrahedral-Elements with quadratic shape functions using

XFEM. The results of the aerodynamic and vibration analysis

are used as boundary conditions for the XFEM-computation.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the simulation results for the

displacement field and temperature field. Both fields exhibit

the expected jump over the crack surface.

6. Conclusions

Multiple simulations were performed, comparing the perfor-

mance of a new and a used high-pressure turbine blade. The

blade surface geometry was scanned from real blades. The

aerodynamic analyses show a significant change in the pressure

and temperature distributions on the blade surface, resulting

in an increase of work delivered by the blade. The change in

pressure distribution leads to a different relative excitation of

the blade modes, and an increased loading overall for the used

blade geometry. The structural properties differ significantly as

well. Additionally, a change in mistuning sensitivity and forced

response amplitudes is shown. Finally, the simulation of the

influence of a crack on the leading edge is demonstrated.

By combining different simulations as presented, the turbine

blades can be analyzed more thoroughly to gain comprehensive

insights into the functional properties of turbine blades with

different geometry due to wear. This is a step towards informing

decisions during maintenance and design of these blades.

7. Outlook

To achieve the goal of predicting the functional properties of

turbine blades during use and after repair with good accuracy

Further investigations have to be done as to extend the fluid-

structure interaction to include aerodynamic damping. The

distribution of real cracks will be measured or modeled. In

future regenerated blades will be analyzed, as well as the

combination of blades in different parts of their life cycle on the

same disk, so as to achieve a good comparison to the designed

blade.
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